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AUTHORIZES BONDS FUNDING CONSTRUCTION AT HOSPITALS
PROVIDING CHILDREN’S HEALTH CARE LEGISLATIVE STATUTE

If the state is just going to throw more money at hospitals, many of which
are privately owned, why not use some of the $31.09 in unissued bonds?
CHANGES REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN PROPERTY OWNERS TO
TRANSFER THEIR PROPERTY TAX BASE TO REPLACEMENT
PROPERTY. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Allows older and disabled homeowners, eligible under Prop 13, to take
their lower property tax base with them when they move. The new owners
will pay property tax based on the current assessed value of the home.
ELIMINATES CERTAIN ROAD REPAIR AND TRANSPORTATION
FUNDING. REQUIRES CERTAIN FUEL TAXES AND VEHICLE FEES BE
APPROVED BY THE ELECTORATE. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

The description above is false. This repeals the gas tax and increased car
fees. Not one penny of the gas tax is required to be spent on road repair.
Plus, due to automatic annual tax hikes built into the tax, by 2021
Californians will be paying close to $2 more per gallon than today.

7
NO

CONFORMS CALIFORNIA DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME TO FEDERAL

8
NO

REGULATES AMOUNTS OUTPATIENT KIDNEY DIALYSIS CLINICS
CHARGE FOR DIALYSIS TREATMENT. SI INITIATIVE STATUTE

10
NO
11
YES

12
NO
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GENERAL ELECTION

LAW. ALLOWS LEGISLATURE TO CHANGE DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
PERIOD. LEGISLATIVE STATUTE

If passed, the legislature will need to pass another bill, as well as require
approval from Congress. "If it's not broke, don't fix it."

This is put forward by the unions. They have wanted to unionize this
industry for years. It will also benefit the two largest dialysis companies in
California, putting many dialysis clinics out of business and putting dialysis
patients at risk, all of whom will absolutely die without it.
EXPANDS LOCAL GOVERNMENTS’ AUTHORITY TO ENACT RENT
CONTROL ON RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY. INITIATIVE STATUTE

This is just another attempt to kill Prop.13 while having very little impact
on the housing shortage. This proposition allows local government to tell
YOU how much you can rent out your home for.
REQUIRES PRIVATE-SECTOR EMERGENCY AMBULANCE
EMPLOYEES TO REMAIN ON-CALL DURING WORK BREAKS.
ELIMINATES CERTAIN EMPLOYER LIABILITY. SI INITIATIVE
STATUTE.

This would make sure emergency medical response personnel are
reachable during their breaks and able to respond to emergencies more
readily. Forces companies to compensate according to existing laws.
ESTABLISHES NEW STANDARDS FOR CONFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED
FARM ANIMALS; BANS SALE OF NONCOMPLYING PRODUCTS.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.

There are already healthy & humane protections and regulations in place
for farm animals. This proposition will push many farmers out of business,
cause food shortages, and raise prices on meat and eggs.

In California we have what is referred to as a “jungle primary”, meaning that the top two
primary candidates, regardless of party, move on to the general election for that office.
That could result in a voter thinking either of the candidates running in the General
Election are detestable. But one of them will be the winner of that office.
Some voters may think, “I just won’t vote for that office.” But not voting for either
candidate will not change the percentage of votes that will put one into that office over
the other. Sadly, this means that sometimes a voter needs to hold their nose and vote
for the detestable one that will cause the least damage to the state and/or the country.
The Chino Tea Party board members have put a lot of research and thought into
creating this Voter Guide on the two candidates for each office and the propositions.
A ledger has been made to help with some of your voting:
•
•
•
•

*** means both candidates are detestable, but their competitor for that

office has a far greater ability to cause much more damage during their
term or terms in office.
LEGISLATIVE STATUTE means the politicians put this on the ballot.
INITIATIVE STATUTE means the people put this on the ballot.
SI means a special interest put this on the ballot to enrich themselves.

www.chinoteaparty.net

